APA Style Samples

Double-space your entire citation list both between and within entries. Note that some professors may prefer single spaced citation!!! Alphabetize sources by author or editor.

Basic Format: 1) Author name or names. 2) Publication date. 3) Title of the work. 4) Publication data

Publication data is specific to the type of publication

- For books: Place of publication and publisher name. Page numbers only if not citing the entire book.
- For ebooks: Information on DOI format in square brackets followed by doi number. If there is no doi, cite the homepage URL (Retrieved from http://www.naswpressonline.org). No period at end.
- For journals in print: Name of journal and volume in italics, issue in parentheses if applicable, and page numbers.
- For journals on web or databases: Name of journal and volume in italics, issue in parentheses if applicable, page numbers, and doi. If there is no doi, cite the homepage URL (Retrieved from http://www.naswpressonline.org). No period at end.

Other: Use comma and “&” for multiple authors, capitalize first word after colon in titles, hanging indent .5.
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